
Artistic Explorations 

Do you like to paint, draw, and build things out of clay? In this class we will explore different cultures and artists 

around the world. If you love art and enjoy learning new things, then this is the class for you! Just remember to bring 

your imagination and let the fun begin. We might get messy, so don’t forget to bring your smock! 

 

Art, Paper, Scissors 

Join us in creating a variety of sensational projects. Get creative and have fun while using materials such as watercol-

ors, clay, paint and more. Preserve your clothes and bring a smock ! 

 

Chefs in the Laboratory 

Have you ever wondered how things work? Discover, explore, and learn about our wonderful world through tasty sci-

ence experiments! Eat slime!  Construct the layers of the Earth and claim you have eaten the world! Come join us and 

explore the possibilities! 

Coding and Technology for Kids 

Have you ever wondered how to code a video game, create animations or your own story on the computer? Want to have 

fun on the computer and get creative? We will explore computer science through coding, educational websites, videos 

and unplugged lessons.  

Primary STEAM 

This course is designed to enhance children’s thinking skills by having them participate in exciting and stimulating sci-

ence, technology, engineering, art and mathematics activities. Children will build projects, spend time in observation 

stations and use art materials to record experiences.  

Sports Fitness and Fun 

Run a wacky race, toss bean bags at targets, play basketball and much more. Have loads of fun with your friends while 

improving physical fitness and teamwork skills. Enjoy the benefits of a healthy, active lifestyle while learning coopera-

tion skills through physical fitness activities and sports. Leave behind the T.V. and video games and come join in the 

action! THE FUN IS HERE!  

Strategic Games 

Do you like to play board games and solve puzzles? If so, join us for an exciting 10 weeks as we challenge our mental 

capacities to compete in popular board games and solve puzzles!  This hands-on class will include activities that         

incorporate aspects of socialization, fair play, and collaboration.  Students will engage in challenges like chess,      

scrabble, checkers, and 3-D puzzles.  All will be sure to have a blast!     

World of Polymers 

Stretching, oozing, bouncing and shrinking!  Do you love science? Then you will love this hands-on class where students 

will create slime, shrinky dinks and more!  You will learn how to make bouncy balls and bubble gum, create suncatchers 

and dinosaur eggs and make snow indoors. 

 

THURSDAY 

Session 2– 4:00-4:50 pm 

K-1: Sports, Fitness and Fun 

K-1: Art, Paper, Scissors 

2-3: Strategic Games 

2-3: Chefs in the Laboratory 

4-5: Coding and Technology 

4-5: Artistic Explorations 

Session 1– 3:00-3:50 pm 

K-1: Primary Steam 

K-1: World of Polymers 

2-3: Sports, Fitness and Fun 

2-3: Coding and Technology 

4-5: Strategic Games 

4-5: Chefs in the Laboratory 
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